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ABSTRACT

The article suggests and supports a public policy in which the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) should seize a unique opportunity to resolve some of the nation’s critical communications problems in times of crises with the allocation of a portion of the spectrum at 700 MHz for the deployment of a nationwide interoperable emergency broadband wireless network built by a public-private partnership. It then presents a convincing theoretical model that advocates that an open and/or neutral, as opposed to a closed, network will add greater efficiency, greater choice, while advancing public safety along with the deployment of new and valuable technologies, applications and services. [Article copies are available for purchase from InfoSci-on-Demand.com]
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INTRODUCTION

Traditional economic markets cannot – and do not -- always meet all of the needs of society (Pearce, 2006). Public Safety is one example where business and government must cooperate for the overall benefit of society. With correct public policy and open infrastructures, business can thrive while society receives immeasurable gains. Because of new threats to society, along with an apparent increase in the number of so-called natural disasters, there is need for new thinking and new solutions in order
to deal with these potentially catastrophic emergencies. The 2008 FCC auction of the nationwide D band (FCC, 2007) presented a unique opportunity to resolve some of the nation’s communications problems in times of crises.

This article is an extended version of a paper (Gaynor, et. al. 2008) presented at the 5th International Conference on Information Systems for Crisis Response and Management (ISCRAM) that proposed an infrastructure based on open standards to be built by a public/private partnership would best serve the needs of the Nationwide Emergency Services Network (NESN). Our proposed infrastructure will allow distributed management to promote innovation leading to the introduction of new devices, applications, and services, along with centralized control for nationwide crisis management. In the proposed architecture, local entities, e.g., first responders (ambulance, fire and police) are able to develop and deploy emergency services with applications and services that they urgently need. Many of these applications and services are not currently available or not affordable to individual agencies. Too often the results are unnecessary loss of life and property with recovery costs amounting to billions of dollars annually. Devices manufactured by any vendor should be able to interoperate on this “open” NESN. An “open” NESN will encourage the promotion of innovation and provide economic opportunities for a wide variety of device manufacturers, service providers, and application developers. At the same time, it will promote greater public safety by enabling more effective and efficient communications at lower costs. We briefly present and discuss a model that in a future version of this article will be used to prove theoretically that openness in application, services, and devices are critical to maximize the benefits of any Nationwide Emergency Services Network (NESN).

Public safety mobile communications networks in the United States are in dire straits. More than seven years after the 9/11 terrorist attacks on New York City, Washington, D.C., and Pennsylvania, the public safety community still lacks the resources to build a robust and interoperable nationwide network to serve public safety and national law enforcement agencies (Lipton, 2006; Pearce, 2006). First responders lack the basic voice and data communications services that they need to confront terrorism, natural disasters, chemical spills, and other emergencies that threaten life and property and cost the nation multiple billions of dollars annually.

One example of local emerging interoperability of emergency networks is the Capital Wireless Information Network (CapWIN) organization (Capwin 2007). Capwin was created in the Washington area because communication networks of fire, police, and other emergency services were not interoperable between departments, and were not interoperable across municipal boundaries. Police from the Washington, DC, area did not have effective communications with their counterparts in Virginia and Maryland. By building a local, interoperable network Capwin will enable communication between organizations across geographic areas. This idea should be replicated throughout the country.

The D band spectrum at 700MHz ideally fits the needs of a NESN because this spectrum is nationwide, unencumbered, and has good physical propagation properties. Combined with the FCC proposed regulations concerning network build out and performance parameters, the D band could meet the nation’s needs for effec-
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